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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Manolo Gato has contributed to the dictionary with 28 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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afromexicano
Citizen born in Mexico, ethnicity and African descent. 

autofilia
Term psiquiatria1.-( from the Greek auto, and phylein, love ). Favourable opinion which have themselves a number of
psychopaths and, in particular, which are acosados.2-absence of self-criticism

barista
Employee who works in a bar

burguer
Establishment specialized in burgers.  Hamburger

ciberdelicuentes
The one who performs actions criminalized using cyberspace or other technological means supported on the Internet

cigua
A long time ago that I can't hear the term. In my youth, we used it in La Coruña as a synonym for Jinx

contabilidad b
Parallel posting to post money movements from opaque items to the tax.  It is a very common practice, although
criminal. 

derecho a decidir
The right to decide is an attitude that reaffirms one's personality.  It is a revindication closely associated with feminist
ideology, although not exclusive.  Very common expression related to motherhood, sexual orientation etc. 

echar un vistazo
Look at a work or object hastily

en practicas
in practice is incorrectly written and it should be written as "In practice" being its meaning:<br>Precarious employment,
theoretically defined to complete the formation of a worker.

filonazi
The one who has an affinity with Nazi ideology, or tendency to admit all or some of his postulates.   From greek "philo"
friend of German and "Nazi", shortening of Nationalsozialist, National Socialist. 

fku
FKU is incorrectly written, and should be written as a "fuck" being its meaning:<br>I think it is a misspelled interjection.
Fuck del slang inglés.  Dirty



gafos
- Plural of gafo, hunched, claw-shaped of low intelligence- dirty-looking, unsathed, - leper

insaboro
As Ines Merino, the term is not accepted by the Royal Academy. It would mean no flavor, but for this meaning, there is
the TASTELESS term

jalabola
Derogatory.  Flattering person, out of interest or simply by character.  It is also used in plural.  Used in Venezuela. The
origin is apparently in the former prisons in which the inmates were chained to a ball, fixed by a shackle to an ankle.  
Those who could afford it paid another convict to help him load and move the heavy object. 

kalashnikov
Automatic assault rifle of Soviet origin, of very high diffusion for its effectiveness.  Named after its creator. 

lgtbfobia
Intolerance towards unconventional sexual choices.  Hate manifested against lesbians, gays, bisexuals and
transsexuals, often exercised violently.  In Spain it is classified as a crime

municipales
1 . - Belonging to or relating to the municipality.   2 . - Local competition police

nie
Foreign identity number (in Spain) .  Documentation issued in Spain to foreigners with a residence permit.   It is
equivalent to the NIF (tax identification number) of persons with Spanish nationality. 

olgazan
This is a spelling errorThe correct spelling is lazy

panenka
Antonin Panenka was a Czech football player, who became famous for transforming a penalty in the final of the Euro
1976 play against Germany.  The method of execution is to slow down the pitch so that the goalkeeper pulls to one side
before the pitcher hits the ball gently in the center. 

parcelo
1-pay, divided into plots. 2 mido and transfer to the inventory of the cadastre

que es jodete
What fuck is incorrectly written and should be written as "fuck" you being their meaning:<br>It assumes the negative
consequences

reprogramación
Program an object again.  It is widely used in the computer field. Re-idea and sort the actions required to perform a
project. Reformulate a program, for example shows, studios, festivities etc. 



seriéfila
A number of people who are a favorite of the series. 

stasia
stasia: suffix indicating failure or stagnation. Stasis, stagnation of blood or other liquid.  It is used in the medical
language.

superluna
Optical phenomenon that we can see when the full moon phase concidifies with the smallest distance between satellite
and Earth

ver alguien los toros desde la barrera
Collaborate in an event or business without taking risk


